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FEELING
Helpless?
YOU NEED TO
LEARN A
LESSON*
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MICRO LANGUAGE LAB =

LEARNING THE 6809

r_

eeling at the mercy of a program-

I mer somewhere ? Mystified by a

machine? My Micro Language Lab

will give you the power to end

those helpless feelings.

Here's why. The heart of any com-

puter program anywhere is machine

language. Every piece of software uses it

— your favorite game, spreadsheet,

word processor, data base manager, or

recipe file. Every time you hit "Enter",

it's working. All the languages and

operating systems are created from it.

Basic, Fortran, Pascal, Flex, OS-9,

TRSDOS . . . they're 6809 machine

language, the whole lot!

And you can learn the language of

the 6809, the programming heart of

your Color Computer, with my Micro

Language Lab.

Not everyone can program. Writing a

few lines in Basic now and then doesn't

make you a programmer. But if you can

program, then my Micro Language Lab

will teach you — the right stuff, the

right way.

I'll teach you in 24 half-hour lessons

on 12 audio cassettes, with a 220-page

textbook, with data booklets, with 35

sample programs, and with a program-

ming reference card. You'll spend 50

hours or more with my course, listen-

ing, watching, and working. And when

you're done, you'll be programming

your Color Computer in the 6809 's

language.

Stop ignoring those gnawing feelings

of helplessness. The 6809 is where the

power lies in your computer. Turn on

that power with the Micro Language

Lab.

• Micro Language Lab, $99-00

(plus $3-50 shipping and handling)

Requires 16K Extended Basic EDTASM +

Not sure? Write or call for a Table of

Contents and sample pages — and your

"I'll Teach You

A Lesson"

button!

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM GREEN MOUNTAIN MICRO

(Add $2.50 shipping and handling to your

order)

Lowerkit III

• Full-time upper and lowercase installs

in 15 minutes.

• Normal and reverse video standard

• Fully compatible with all Alpha and

Graphic modes

$79-95 assembled and tested

$49-95 complete kit of parts

Important! Specify Color Computer or

Color Computer II

TV Buff II, clear image for video

monitors, $19-95 (specify C0C0 or CoCo2)

CoCoPort parallel interface (now in-

cludes plastic case), $54.95 / $44.95 kit

ColorPack ROM/RAM pack, $29.95

(specify configuration) / $19-95 kit / case

$3-00 extra

64K memory upgrade kit with full in-

structions, $49-95 / with memory test on

tape, $54.95

Color Quaver Software Music Syn-

thesizer on tape (requires 32/64K), $19-95

Color Burner EPROM Programmer

(2716/32/32A/64/64A/128, 68764/66) with

software, $69-95 / $56.95 kit

User Group, Educational, Club and

Dealer Discounts are available.

TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Cor-

poration. Flex is a trademark of TSC, Inc. OS-9 is

a trademark of Microware Corporation.

Green Mountain Micro
Bathory Road, Box U
Roxbury, Vermont 05669
802 485-6112

Hours: 9am - 5pm EST, Monday - Friday

COD/VISA/MASTERCARD
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/own a 76/C Extended Basic Color Computer with

an F board, which I recently upgraded to 32K.

Fifteen to twenty minutes after the computer is

turned on, it will automatically print random charac-

ters on the screen and the program in memory is

ruined.

When my Dad first got the computer, the problem
wouldn't take place until a few hours after the com-
puter was turned on, but the time has been steadily

declining.

Recently we removed the RF shield, but that only

prolonged the time for about half an hour.

The warranty on the computer has expired, and
my Dad doesn't know any more about the problem
than I do. Any suggestions?

Michael A. Stuller

Rolla, MO

Sounds familiar. The first thing I would check is

the power supply. Some of these aren't soldered

as well as they should be, and can sometimes cause
the problem you mention. Get a soldering iron and,

after unplugging the computer, resolder the parts

on the power supply.

Next, if that doesn't cure the complaint, run the

computer with the cover removed and wait for it to

malfunction. Now carefully touch the top of each
of the memory chips and the CPU and SAM chips.

One of them should feel much hotter than the rest.

That is probably the errant chip. Replacing it should

cure the problem. Be careful: running the computer
with the cover off is dangerous.

If you can't find a bad chip, you'll just have to

take the computer into the repair shop.

I own a 64K Extended Basic computer and would
like to addldisk drives. Forty-trackDS-DD^drives seem
to be best, but can their special controllers readRS-
DOS disks? Do they have RS-DOS-like commands?

Also, could a PIA be mapped in the range of

$FF60-r-$FFBF for communication with a parallel

printer? What signals would the PIA have to supply

arid/or accept to work with a parallel printer?

"Jeff Allen

Bridgton, ME

You have to contact the individual manufacturers

to see if their DOSes can read RS-DOS disks. Some
of them have special utilities that will do the job.

As long as you had a parallel device that was hard-

wired to read the proper addresses, yes, you could

drive a parallel printer. Just make sure the addresses

you select aren't being used for another purpose.

The voltages would all be TTL. In theory, the parallel

device would monitor the printer PIA and wait until

it saw data being sent to it. When the PIA is selected

for output, the parallel device would scan the Color

Computer data bus, read the data, and ship it out
An tho nrintor Irloollw wnn >»/<->! il/H uiant tn mr»nitr»r

the printer for ready/not ready status. The technical

manual for a parallel printer will give you the pin-

outs and uses for the various connections, and you
can decide which you want to use.

The PIA's themselves wouldn't be used, since

they're strictly serial device units, and not designed
to operate with parallel data.

When I use my four-foot flat cable with my disk;

drive interface everything works fine, but when I use
the cable with the Multipak Interface, garbage comes
on the screen and the keyboard crashes:

The computer is 23K EC with an HJL keyboard
added.

William H. Link

Richfield, NC

The extension cable is the problem. The disk

ROMpak uses fewer control signals from the com-
puter and is less susceptible to interference from;

other sources. The Multipak Interface has its own
power supply and must make all the control lines;

available to the various ROMpaks. As a result, jn-^

terference is much more likely. The only cure is to

make the connecting cable as short as possible/ and
to make sure it is a grounding plane cable (that is,

that it is wrapped in metal foil that's grounded to

:

both the computer and the Multipak Interface). -

In the July 1984 issue of The Color Computer
Magazine, on page 69 appeared the disassembler

.

for the last four parts of ROM. I used my EDTASM
to compare ExtendedBasic ROMs 1.0 and 1.1 (I have
two computers here).

Comparing the four lines of source code from

$9178#$9117 on both ROMs bore out Jake's con-

tention that there was a bug in the ROM which has^

been corrected in the Extended Basic ROM~ 1. 1-.

The comparative listings are below:

Ext. Color Basic 1.0

9178/ SUBB #0A
91 7A/ BHS 9177
91 7C/ ADDB #3A
91 7E/ STD, U+ +

Ext. Color Basic 1.1

9178/ SUBB #0C
917A/ BHS 9177
91 7C/ ADDB #3C
917E/ std,

:.mm
As you can see, $9178 has been changed from ^

12 to 10: However, running the listing below<gave±

me identical results on both versions ofROM^Am^
I using EXP(X) the wrong way to yield different results

on the differentROMs, or is the errorusingEXP above;
nine possible elsewhere?

The listing: '
,

10 FOR X =7TO 15 STEP .246

20 PRINT"EXP(";X;") =/^EXP(X)::^.^'^•^HV^
30 NEXT

The results were identical on both ROMs, with and
without using Step. \ ;

Dennis Anderson

Brooklyn, NY

The bug is the Print Using command trying to'

display the proper exponent. In evaluating the expo-

nent for the Print Using format, the original ROM
subtracted 12 from the tens digit, instead of 10!
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. / have developed some programs that employ the

RND operator, but have found it is not very random;
in fact, it is quite predictable. The following simple

program and its output will illustrate:

20 CLS
30 FOR N = 1 TO 5

40 X = RND(8)
50 PRINT X
60 NEXT N

The output are repeated on runs as follows:

7 8

1 8

5 6

-.-'.
. which looks fine; however, when you shut off the

computer and then power up and reload again, the

output are exactly the same. Is there a programming
technique which will give me truly random
sequences?

Richard M. Auclair

Westfield, MA

Microsoft is the culprit. This RND problem is on
most computers that use Microsoft Basic. The only

true solution is to make your own RND machine code
function and include it as part of your programs.
That takes skill and requires a lot of work.

The easy kludge solution is to set up an INKEY$
routine at the start of your Basic program that re-

quires the operator to "Press Enter to Continue,"
with the INKEY$ loop including xx = rnd(9). This is

best done as part of the title page. Since the amount
of time it takes the operator to respond by hitting

the Enter key will be random (compared to the speed
with which the loop will cycle), you'll get a random
starting sequence each time. The only way for the

operator to get the same sequence every time would
be to hit the Enter key at the exact same instant

every time the program starts. Given the computer's
speed and the slowness of the human response time,

you are almost guaranteed that will never happen,
except as random chance.

I have a 32K Extended Basic Color Computer. I

pst recently purchased a number disk drive. I am
ajipvice,;sql am not too familiar with all the terms
used with the computers.

Please tell me how I may get a printed copy from
the disk directory displayedon the TVscreen. I would
like to print it on my DMP-100 printer. I have called

several Radio Shack stores and computer centers,

but they do not know how to do it.

Lloyd G. Lutey.Sr.

San Jose, CA

That's an easy one—just type poke iii,254:dir.

Your directory will be sent to the line printer.

IhaveaWKStandardBasic Color Computer (grey).

This year I plan to upgrade to 64K, get Extended

Basic, and add a disk drive. Everything looked fine

until Radio Shack discontinued the disk drive. What
are my alternatives? I read that the new drive (white

case) will not work with my model. Why? When I

upgrade Basic will I get the new 1.2 version? (I have
the la test model board before theyput out the CC II.)

Lewis Todd
Natchez, MS

Don't worry, the new white case drive zero will

work just fine with your old grey Color Computer.
The confusion about which drives worked with which

computers has finally been cleared. The grey case
computer can use either the grey or white case disk

drive zero. The white case computers can run only

the white case disk drive zero. If you have the Multi-

pak Expansion Unit, you can use either the grey

or white case drive zeros with either of the color

computers, grey or white.

If you buy a new computer, you'll get the new Basic

1 .2. Otherwise you'll still have the old version ROM.
The ROM version refers to the Standard Basic ROM,
not the Extended Basic ROM.

Is there any way my C. Itoh printer will work with

my Color Computer (original CoCo, upgraded 64K,

Ext, revision board E)? I bought a C. Itoh Model
1550B Dot Matrix Serial Impact Printer. I purchased
the printer without finding out how to connect it to

my CoCo. I can't seem to get the proper hook-up
or settings on the printer to enable it to run on my
computer. It has serial interface, 25-pin connector

(RS-232C), seven or eight bit capability. I am using

Radio Shack's serial DINplug to RS-232C cable end;

Brent Prokopishin

Saskatoon, SK S7J 4G4, Canada

The RS-232 cable sold by Radio Shack is designed

only for use with modems, not with printers. You
have to either re-wire the R/S cable or make one
yourself. In most cases the set-up is easy. If you
want to modify the R/S cable, get a pair of pliers

and a screwdriver. Take apart the DB-25 connec-
tor. You'll see four wires exposed. One wire goes
to Pin 1 of the DIN plus and to Pin 1 of the DB-25.
Leave it alone. Take the wire from DIN Pin 2 and
check its current position in the DB-25. If it isn't in

position 20, use the pliers to pull the pin out of the

DB connector and put it in position 20. DIN Pin 3
should go to DB Pin 7. DIN Pin 4 should go to DB
Pin 3.

If you decide to make vour own cable 'ust wire

it the way I described above, and you're ready to go.

Now set the baud of the printer to 600, the word
size to eight (seven if you have ROM version 1 .0),

no parity checking, and two stop bits. That should
do the job. Good luck.

ra
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By Bob Rosen

In September of 1 980 Radio Shack introduced the 4K Col-

or Computer for $399. Computers that followed were the 1 6K
Color Computer, 32K Color Computer, TDP-100, 64K Color

Computer, Dragon 32, MC-10, Color Computer II and Dragon
64. What most Color users have never heard of is a machine
that was going to be called the Deluxe Color Computer.

What is a Deluxe Color Computer? Good question! I will

proceed to tell you about the Computer that wasn't. The
Deluxe Color Computer was scheduled to hit the market before

the 1984 Christmas season. The retail price was going to

be $399. It was going to include the following features: true

lowercase; full screen editing; two RS-232 ports, the second
port having an ACIA; 32K RAM Disk; keyboard with two addi-

tional function keys; 6-pin joystick inputs; sound chip; and
color video output.

The true lowercase was going to be a vast improvement
over the current reverse video mode now used for lowercase

operation. The two RS-232 ports would have been a welcome
addition for OS-9 users since the second serial port would
have an ACIA chip in it. This would enable communications

between two computers to operate up to 1 9,200 baud instead

of the 300 baud limitation provided by the infamous bit-bang-

ing PIA chip. It should be also mentioned that the Deluxe's

ROM would have had a built-in terminal program. You notice

that I said ROM, singular? The Deluxe was going to contain

a single ROM that would have Standard, Extended and Disk

Basic all in one! This would have caused some problems
with existing software, especially from the third party market.

After going through the new ROMs trauma for the past year,

I certainly wasn't going to lose any sleep about missing out

on this feature of the Deluxe!

When I heard the Deluxe was going to have 6-pin joystick

inputs I immediately thought of Apple joysticks with two fire

buttons. This would have created a new dimension for games.
Even Marty Goodman's "Graphicom" would have benefited

from two fire buttons on a single joystick.

Color video output is a feature I am going to miss. Nothing

can match the vivid picture of a color monitor. Many a user

has suffered from severe interference on their TV sets caused
by disk drive cables, unshielded 300-ohm TV switch wire

boxes and an assortment of hardware gizmos. Hooking a

color monitor straight to the back of your computer would

solve any interference problem. Fortunately, there are third

party video drivers available. Still, having a video output on
the back of the machine would have been nice ....

Am I sorry the Deluxe was pulled off the market just before
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its final stages? Trje answer is yes and no. The features I

mentioned are definitely improvements over the present Color

Computer II machine. But the two most important features

that almost every owner would have wanted was more memory
and a hi-res screen. The lack of memory expansion to 128K
or more and a 80 by 24 screen would have taken some steam
out of the initial enthusiasm for this new computer. OS-9 soft-

ware, especially business applications, must have more than

the 32 by 16 screen and 64K memory supported by Tandy.

The lack of these two features doesn't surprise me; pres-

ent Color technology will not support them. The SAM chip

must be redesigned or replaced for "true" 128K or 256K
memory, and Motorola's new RMS and VDG chip set will

not be available for initial supplies until the fall. Known as

the "RMC chip set," it will have the following features: able

to support up to 1 meg RAM, vertical resolution from 64 to

640 pixels, horizontal resolution from 64 to 500 pixels, 32

colors simultaneously out of a palette of 4096, smooth scroll-

ing, lowercase, up to 60 character rows by 40 or 80 columns,

underlined characters, inverse characters, blinking charac-

ters, double height characters, double width characters,

different colored characters, and a 6883/6847 chip set emula-

tion mode, too.

New rumors have evolved since the demise of the Deluxe

that Tandy is moving up production of another machine.

Already dubbed the "09" machine, it will be Tandy's answer
to why they came out with OS-9 in the first place. As a follower

of Radio Shack computers for the last seven years, all I can

say is the only time to believe is when Radio Shack says it is so.

By the time this newsletter is in your hands, we may even

have the answer! (end)

CLASSIFIED ADS NOTICE

Readers: Classified ad space is available at the rate

of $1.25/word. No headings or bold type will be

allowed in user ads. Be sure to include your name,

address and telephone number for responses. Payment

must accompany your ad order. For deadling, call

Under Color at (802) 485-6440.

Commercial classified ads are also available at higher

rates. Advertisers call (802) 495-6440 for rates and

deadlines.

COCO USERS — Free 24 page software and hardware

CoCo Catalogue. Spectrum, POB 9866, San Jose,

California 95157-0866

To: UNDER COLOR, BOX 6809, ROXBURY, VT 05669

(802)485-6440

Yes! Sign me up for UNDER COLOR, as a Charter Subscriber!

1 year (26 issues) $26* (by first class mail, $38)

2 years (52 issues) $40 (by first class mail, $68)

Name

Address

State Zip

Single issue price $2. Canada/Mexico yearly rate $US30. Other countries $US40;

air mail $US52.

* Offer expires January 31, 1985
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It's important for a data acquisition system to have read-

outs . . . usually, a printed copy of the screen at specific in-

tervals, or a continuous printed record of certain data. I have
a bias in favor of parallel printers—the kind that accept an
entire byte of data at once, print in both directions, and have
memory buffers. The Color Computer was designed for a
serial printer, which accepts only one bit at a time and, as
a consequence, tends to print more slowly. Parallel printers

for data acquisition can be very small and inexpensive
(20-column thermal printers can be had for under $50), where-
as serial printers cost $150 and up.

Those biases inclined me to design a standard Centronics-

style parallel printer port as part of the system. Of course
this parallel port can be used for any kind of digital input/out-

put (including system expansion and the inclusion of

megabyte-size "RAMdisks"). But, as designed here, it's a
simple parallel printer port.

A modern parallel printer normally has an eight-bit output
(for ASCII letters, numbers and symbols as well as graphics);

it requires an electronic pulse (called a strobe) to indicate

to the printer that a printable character has been sent; and
it provides up to four "busy" signals so the software knows
when to make the next printable character available. In the

Data Gatherer, 8-bit data, strobe, and one busy are used.
The final feature of a data acquisition system is an operating

system ... not one that depends on a user to load a tape,

not even one that tries to load and run an environmentally

sensitive file, but rather one that has the operating system
stored in a stable read-only memory (ROM). The Data Gatherer
has its own operating system (DGOS).
DGOS is stored in an erasable, programmable ROM

(EPROM). Its subroutines include data input and output, chan-
nel selection, D/A conversion, A/D conversion, parallel printer

control, clock read and set, and other routines. A special

feature is the Basic download-and-run routine.

To use this feature, an 8K or 16K EPROM is programmed
with DGOS. The remainder of the EPROM is programmed
with the Basic program to be run. The rest is automatic; when
the power is turned on, the Color Computer immediately sets

up its Basic parameters and initializes the Data Gatherer soft-

ware. Once initialized, DGOS downloads the Basic program
and runs it. A user is needed for a tape system, and disk

systems can't take heat or cold. But the DGOS download
will survive heat, cold—and power failures. (A complete listing

of DGOS will be presented later in this series.)

I mentioned that the Data Gatherer would be compatible
with a full-blown Color Computer system, including disks.

As it stands, though, the auto-boot from ROM is only pro-

vided for in a non-disk system. (For auto-boot from disk, refer

to the ongoing eight-part series in The Rainbow by C. Stear-

man, which offers an outstanding group of "ROMmable" DOS
patches.)
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DENNIS B. KITSZ

Aside from the auto-boot, DGOS will work with a disk

system, although a little fancy footwork is necessary to get

DGOS in place. Part of what takes place in a Color Computer
system is the responsibility of the Synchronous Address

Multiplexer (SAM). It takes care of blocking out the computer's

memory into RAM, ROM#0 (Extended Basic), ROM#1 (Color

Basic), ROM#2 (Disk Basic), and three small input/output

(I/O) blocks. The SAM does this by providing three binary

signals called SO, S1 and S2.

By hooking the SAM's SO, S1 and S2 to a 3-to-8 demultiplex-

er (an integrated circuit that turns three binary signals into

eight distinct "select" lines), the memory map can be broken

into the eight unique blocks described above.

The block for ROM#2 runs from memory location

$C000-$FEFF (decimal 491 52-65279). Look at the block dia-

gram (last issue's Figure 1) again. At the bottom is a section

marked "ROM logic." It turns out that Disk Basic is only an

8K ROM, and needs only addresses $C000-$DFFF (decimal

49152-57343). The rest is unused. It would seem reasonable

to use the remaining addresses $E000-$FEFF (decimal

57344-65279) for extra user ROMs.
But that is not the case. Since (probably for economic

reasons) Radio Shack chose not to add another integrated

circuit to decode the disk ROM completely, it appears in iden-

tical form at both $C000 and $E000). The space from $E000
on up is effectively wasted.

The ROM logic in the Data Gatherer breaks this memory
area into two pieces, routing one to the Radio Shack DOS
($C000-$DFFF) and the other to DGOS ($E000-$FEFF). So
the DGOS subroutines are available to all Color Computer
users.

Using The Ports

The A/D and D/A converter system and printer port are

accessed using 6821 peripheral interface adapters (PIAs).

Because a PIA is a semi-intelligent circuit it can be difficult

to understand. A microprocessor like the 6809 is supposed
to be programmable, and its logic seems clear, but I've learned

that many people (myself once included) are stymied by smart

peripheral chips like the 6821.

Here's a precis. One purpose of a PIA is to read "outside

world" digital data into the computer's central processing

unit (the 6809 is the Color Computer's CPU). Its other pur-

pose is to allow the CPU to send digital data to the outside

world. The 6809 CPU reads and writes data in 8-bit words,

or bytes.

The 6821 PIA has two 8-bit ports, that is, windows to the

outside world. You can latch a byte into either port of the

PIA, holding it there to control external devices, or you can
input a byte through either port to read external devices.

What is especially useful about the 6821 PIA is that you
can latch only part of a byte from the CPU (individual bits)

at the port's output, and use the remaining bits as input to

the CPU. Each binary digit of two bytes— 1 6 bits in all— can
be used differently ... as a control line to the outside world,

or for infomation retrieval from the outside world.

The tricky part is configuring the PIA, which means setting
ir-> .«,UI^U kl>n nm \^^..i ...UI^U Ull. „ »,. _ . .i... . .4 „ _ _l U_... XL. _
u(j vviiioii uuo qic mpui, wiiioii uno cue uutpui, cinu muw mc
PIA is to respond to special conditions. Those special condi-

tions include interrupts to the CPU and four special input/out-

put lines.

The two eight-bit input/output ports of the PIA are arranged
to appear at even-numbered addresses. For example, when
a PIA is wired into the Data Gatherer, the input/output ports

for the A/D converter's PIA appear at addresses $FF50 and

$FF32. In other words, if data is to be sent to the outside

world, it is written to $FF50 or $FF52; data to be received

from the outside world is read from $FF50 or $FF52. Con-

figuring $FF50 and $FF52—choosing whether data in fact

will be sent or received— is the job of the PIA's control

registers.

The control registers of the PIA are arranged to appear

at odd-numbered addresses. In the example of the Data

Gatherer, the control registers for the first PIA appear at ad-

dresses $FF51 and $FF53. $FF51 is the control register af-

fecting port $FF50; $FF53 is the control register affecting

port $FF52.

In the control register, each bit has a separate meaning.

Bits 7 and 6 provide information to the CPU about interrupts;

bits and 1 provide information to the PIA about interrupts.

Bits 5, 4 and 3 control special "CA" outputs from the PIA.

All these control bits can be used by the Data Gatherer, but

are outside the scope of this article.

Bit 2 opens the door to your commands to the input/output

ports. When bit 2 of control register $FF51 is zero, you can

tell the PIA which bits of port $FF50 will be used as input,

and which bits will be used as output. Here's the tricky part:

When bit 2 of control register $FF51 is one, address $FF50
actually is your input/output port. But when bit 2 of control

register $FF51 is zero, address $FF50 merely identifies the

direction of the port bits (in or out).

Write 00000000 to control register $FF51 (such as poke

&hff51,o) and the PIA says, "I am ready for your command.
Which way shall the data flow?" Then write the bits to port

$FF50 . . . 1 = out, = in. Want them all outputs? poke

&hff50,&hff (binary 11111111). Want them all inputs? poke

&HFF50.0 (binary 00000000). Want upper half inputs and lower

half outputs? poke &hff50,&hof binary (00001 111). Want them

alternating, half input, half output? poke &hffso,&haa (binary

10101010).

Cue FF50 T 53 U3 FF54-57

$FF50 :

>$FF52"

'^D...

bmnmiim&m

out^utb'.'"-' "'^•'y'wn'ure ^
J.

'

DXMJM-lilMXtX I

F«>|

HS-AO

J^0Sf§§i
, MPUT*;

OUTPUT*

USB LOB

$FF54.; sfl§f
1

'l 'I-'!'-

'"'':;

-vf- |
3
'J''

?g p p jg

j 'T-J -
1

"

$FF56

MXI^jl-jMXI FF55
:

"§ 3 s

" » i
v v ^

1XDX1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1X1X1 ^
AIL.OUTPUTS

PRINTER- t.0»-OI :

$FF58 (59,5A,5B) WRITE ' BIT 0-:0 :

r
= SELECT DISK :

"
;'

-' ••. WRITE BIT 0=1 -SELECT CLOCK

.. clock: :
";';'

.

:

.;- : ':•;,•' •"•'''•. '•'•.'"..' .'"•"5
i

Figure 1 . Port configuration of the two PlAs;j30 of

the 32 available bits are configued as outputs.
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Then, when you're done identifying the direction, make
bit 2 of control register $FF51 become high (00000100) with

a command such as poke &hffsi,4. The PIA says, "I have
received your command and the data shall flow as you in-

dicate." Address $FF50 once again becomes the actual port

through which data will flow.

The port configuration chart (Figure 1) summarizes this

information for both PIAs—a total of four ports and their four

complementary control registers. Note that ports $FF50,
$FF52 and $FF56 are all used as output in the Data Gatherer,

but that port $FF54 is split (two bits input, six bits output).

Control registers $FF51 and $FF55 also have a unique use
for bit 4, which I'll talk about in the circuit details.

Circuit Details

The complete schematic of the Data Gatherer is shown
in Figure 2.

U1 is the demultiplexer that breaks down the SCS* block

$FF40-$FF5F. $FF40-4F is routed to the clock/disk bank-
select circuitry. $FF50-53 is routed to U2, the PIA which con-

trols the digital-to-analog converter. $FF54-57 goes to U3,
the PIA which controls the parallel printer port and the analog
switch circuitry. $FF58-5B makes its way to the clock/disk

bank-select flip-flop control, and $FF5C-5F is a spare select

line.

Parts of negative-logic AND gate U8 and inverter U1 1 ,
plus

flip-flop U7, form the clock/disk bank-select control. At power-
up, the CPU's Reset* signal causes flip-flop U7 to make the

Q output become and Q* output become 1. When Q =
and Q* = 1 at power-up, the spare chip select $FF40-4F is

gated through U12b to form a disk select signal, Disk*.

Therefore, the disk drive is available as soon as the system
is turned on,

When Swap* (actually port $FF58) occurs together with

a write (WR*) from the CPU, the flip-flop latches the level

on CPU data line DO. A zero on this line makes flip-flop Q =
and Q* = 1 ; conversely, a one on this line makes flip-flop Q = 1

and Q*=0. When Q = 1 and Q*=0, the spare chip select

$FF40-4F is gated through U1 2a to form a clock select signal,

CLK*.
The clock/calendar is designed for 8080-style microcom-

puter signals, which means it expects separate low read (RD*)
and low write (WR*). The Color Computer's 6809E has a
single line (R/W*). To convert R/W* into separate RD* and
WR*, R/W* is provided in normal and inverted (via U1 1) form,

and gated with CLK* through U12c and U12d. The combina-
tion—at last—creates WRCLK* and RDCLK*.
The clock itself receives data lines D0-D3 and address

lines A0-A3 from the CPU, plus a chip select (CS*, from
CLK*). A 32768 Hz oscillator keeps it going, and a combina-

Some Custom Color Conventions

In the text of Custom Color articles, a star means
active low, or logical NOT. For example, R/W* is

"read / now write" or "read active high / write ac-

tive low." In schematic diagrams, normally a bar

is drawn above the signal name to indicate active

low. However, this is difficult to typeset and often

forgotten if done by hand. The star solves that

problem.

Logical functions rather than electronic functions

are shown in the schematics. For example, in Fig.

2, U8—a standard 74LS32 OR gate—is shown as
an AND gate with inverted input and inverted out-

put. This is a logical representation. In other words,

this circuit is looking for LOW AND LOW and will

output LOW when it finds that combination and no
other. Here is the truth table:

Input A Input B Output Y
NOT 1 (0) AND NOT 1 (0) results in NOT 1 (0)

NOT 1 (0) AND NOT (1) results in NOT (1)

NOT (1) AND NOT 1 (0) results in NOT (1)

NOT (1) AND NOT (1) results in NOT (1)

Now look at the truth table for an ordinary OR gate:

Input A

1

1

OR
OR
OR
OR

Input B

1

1

results in

results in

results in

results in

Output Y

1

1

1

Though the logical representation is different, the
resulting electronic function is the same—a 74LS32,
whether you call it an OR gate or a negative-logic

AND gate.

Parts Source
Available from Green Mountain Micro, Bathory

Road, Roxbury, Vermont 05669 (802-485-6112):
• The Data Gatherer, assembled and tested, with

DGOS in a 2764 EPROM, plus documentation,

$330. Complete kit of parts, with DGOS in

EPROM, plus documentation, $220, DGOS only

in a 2764 EPROM, $35. Bare board only, $35.
• documentation (complete manual, including data

sheets for AD667 DAC, MM58274 clock and
MC6821 PIA, $15.

• Board, documentation and software, $80.
• Board, documentation, software and hard-to-get

parts, $180.
• Hard-to-get parts available separately include

AD667JN D/A converter ($40); MM58274 real-

time clock/calendar ($15); 3.6 volt clock battery

back-up pack ($6); printer, disk, edge, male cable

and transition connectors ($6 each); 20-terminal
strin ftftlPV 1ft" chiolHoH nabi\a «im

1- \1- •—/,•— w...w.^.«,w. ~v-~.~ y^.^f.
•The remaining parts are available from Green

Mountain Micro or from Digi-Key Corporation,

Thief River Falls, Minnesota. Call or write for Digi-

Key's excellent catalog. Digi-Key has a toll-free

order service at 800-DIGIKEY.
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tion of semiconductors provides the battery back-up and
recharge.

U15 is the DGOS control of ROM. A combination of in-

verter U1 1 and negative-logicAND gate U8 filter the cartridge

ROM select line (CTS*) into a high block (for DGOS) and
a low block (for the* Radio Shack DOS).

PIA U2 sends the 12 bits of data and four bits of address

required by D/A converter U4. Note signal CA2, which is set

up as an output (refer to Fig. 1) to strobe information into

U4 via its chip select (CS*). U4 has a span select, a 0-volts

adjustment, and a full-scale adjustment. Its output is fed to

the non-inverting input of comparator U13.

PIA U3 sends eight bits of data to the parallel printer port.

Signal CA2 is used as a printer strobe (STB*) (Fig. 1). Port

A, bit 6, is used as a printer ready detect (RDY*), and port

A, bit 7, is the output of comparator U13. These are the only

two bits set up as inputs in the Data Gatherer system, although

the parallel port can be reconfigured as needed for control

if a printer is not used.

PIA U3 also controls the selection of one of 16 channels

of input to the comparator. Open-collector driver UO acts as

a level shifter for control of CMOS analog multiplexers U5
and U6. The combinations of A, B, SX and SY determine
which input (from 1X0-1X3, 1Y0-1Y3, 2X0-2X3 or 2Y0-2Y3)
is allowed to pass through the multiplexers (to Z1 orZ2), even-
tually feeding the inverting input of comparator U13.

U14, capacitors and zener diodes help stabilize and regulate

the user-supplied power source of +/-12 volts, provide a
logic supply of + 5 volts, and protect the Data Gatherer from
overvoltage.

Continued . . .

I'll give you a chance to collect some parts and get an
idea of how the Data Gatherer and its components work. In

the rest of this series, you will learn how to build the Data
Gatherer, and what special information you need to know
to keep it operating in a stable way (D/A converters can be
terribly particular about how you wire them). I have test pro-

cedures for you, clock/calendar details, sample applica-

tions . . . and the full listing of the Data Gatherer operating

system, DGOS. (end)

"-- : 'This -is my fifth anniversary/in the;.c;Qmputer
f

'business; '.

In December of 1 979 I officially traded|h my:amate,ur_statusy

taking $20 from Byte magazine for an obscure essay called

"Relative Subroutines for the Z-80."

Now here I am with a publication called Under Color, five-

years;:wiser:(l hope),, but still believing th%trust^nd;gpod,
will have been the hallmarks of theperipnaUcomputerfield.

*
:

Even the pirates and copy-protectors have been sincere.Trustu

made Under Color possible, a trust that (ho matter how cynical

my leanings) gives me a kind of hope.

;Mos^
;5years}:have ;been unseen. I know yc^r^voices lonly through:

your letters, messages on CompuServe; or ;riotes attached

to subscription blanks. Occasionally we!ll talk on the
i'alanknhn Vnii <-» •>/-.« ntnhtimiini inl-^n/J ^:..^»A« ^»«..~ i:_l,-J:

.; iDio(jiiwi isj. -! uuaic.H iMuaiuiiuouai anuuivcioc^li;u|j, IIIIM7U

only by a common thread of curiosity.

You trusted me -to bring you Under Color, and I trusted

you to support me. I couldn't do it alone, of course; some
trusted friends helped, givjngeffbrt andienergyAvithotit any
compensation beyond my gratitude. We/struggled against

l-time; since on August 17we were tossed out of our last job.

: > ::^et^^-raofith4iie.;-ar\d a few, advertisements short—the

.

.first issue of Under Color was mailed. Subscribers—756—
;had been processed through our temporary, creaky, Model

;:
l-basecl;subscriptipn "system?' in time to. receive copies with

computer labels. The rest were typed or handwritten,

v; With only ourown funds and your subscription investment;

[
vje. haye begun; ah experiment in long-distance publishing:

;Deb;Marshall::edits;from Maine, Clare,McCarthy designs in

New Hampshire^and I fret in Vermont. Our authors come
>:frQrri2Minhesota>and California and New York and Texas. I

haven't seen Deb since September, nor Clare for two years;

Yet Under Cb/orjsunderw^
but most of all, through trust.

- i hey say the computer industry will undergo a shake<jut
this year, that everyone's running scared. Maybe I'm a fool,

;

but your initialresponse to Under Color gives me confidence.

As we enter the new year together—and gladly leave 1984
to philosophers— I wish you all the very best.

—D.B.K.—
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The latest news on the Color Computer grapevine is that

more and more people are discovering The Rainbow.®

Now in its third year, The Rainbow has
become the standard by which other

Color Computer magazines are com-
pared. And no wonder! The Rainbow
towers above the crowd, now offering up
to 300 pages each month, including as

many as two dozen type-in-and-run pro-

gram listings, a host of articles and in

excess of 30 hardware and software prod-

uct reviews.

We lead the pack in Color Computer
publications and are devoted exclusively

totheTRS-80®Color,TDP-100andDragon-
32. We made our climb to the top by con-
tinually offering the best and the most by

such well-known authors and innovators

as Bob Albrecht and Don Inman, and
games from top programmers like Robert
Tyson, Fred Scerbo and John Fraysse.

The Rainbow offers the most in enter-

tainment and education, home uses,

technical details and hardware projects,

tutorials, utilities, graphics and special

features like Rainbow Scoreboard and
our CoCo Clubs section.

For only $28* a year, you get the keys to

all the secrets locked in your CoCo!
Are you searching through the jungle

of claims and clamor? Climb above it all.

Look up. Find The Rainbow.

THE RAINBOW
(502) 228-4492

9529 U.S. Highway 42
The Falsoft Bldg.

P.O. Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059

YES! Sign me up for a year (12 issues) of THE RAINBOW.
Name
Address
City State

Payment Enclosed O
Charge Visa MasterCard
My Accounts
Signature

American Express O

ZIP

THE RAINBOW is a publication of Falsoft, Inc.

'Subscriptions to the RAINBOW are $28

($31 after Jan. 1, 1985) a year in the United

States. Canadian rate $35 U.S. ($38 after

Jan. 1, 1985V Surface rate to other coun-
tries $65 U.S. ($68 after Jan. 1, 1985); air

rate $100 U.S. ($103 after Jan. 1, 1985). All

subscriptions begin with the current issue.

Please allow up to 5-6 weeks for first copy.

U.S. FUNDS only.

V/SA'

Card Expiration Date
Prices subject to change.

In order to hold down non-editorial costs, we do not bill for subscriptions.
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MARTIN GOODMAN

Notes On rfi
By Martin Goodman, M.D.

The Color Computer arrives from Tandy with only one way
of putting its video signal on a screen television set. This

is known as an RF (radio frequency) interface. This has cer-

tain advantages, as most folks own color tv sets. Unfortu-

nately, this link to the screen has several problems.

By virtue of the fact the link is via a radio signal it is

vulnerable to RFI (Radio Frequency Interference). RFI com-
monly appears as moving wavy lines on the screen. Such
lines often look like rapidly changing moire' patterns. A sec-

ond problem arises from using a color image. Color video

information of the sort that the CoCo uses is intrinsically

"mushy" and blurry. Thus, if one is trying to use a hi-res

text screen (51 or greater characters per line) the image is

often marginally readable at best.

The first problem (that of RFI) is solved by using a color

monitor rather than a TV to display the CoCo's signal. As
the CoCo itself is not set up for monitors, a hardware adapter

must be installed. Tandy Corp. does not provide such an
adaptor. (It does make an "educational" CoCo without the

TV coupler but with a color composite video output.) There
are many third-party suppliers that supply adapters for ex-

isting CoCos. If you own a new model (CoCo 2) and wish

to display a color image on a color monitor, Computerware
and Mark Data products both supply devices that will do the

job. Mark Data's product offers the option of producing a

monochrome signal as well. If you own an older CoCo,
Moreton Bay Software has a product that provides both a

color and monochrome signal from it. Such devices cost bet-

ween $25 and $40. Color monitors cost between $200 and
$300. For use with the CoCo, virtually all brands of color

monitor are equally suitable. Base your choice on price, styl-

ing, and (if you can arrange to see it) how the CoCo's signal

looks on the screen.

Pay absolutely no attention whatsoever to electronic

specifications such as bandwidth in megahertz and horizon-

tal dots resolution. Such nonsense is utterly irrelevant to your

choice. Be sure to specify a "color composite monitor," not

an RGB type monitor.

In all cases you'll need to feed a separate audio signal

into a separate audio input on your monitor. All video adapters

mentioned above provide such a signal. While using a color

composite video monitor will eliminate all RFI, you will prob-

ably be as plagued as ever by hi-res text screens looking

blurry. To solve this problem you need to get a monochrome
signal and feed it to a monochrome monitor. Computerware,
Mark Data Products and Moreton Bay all supply devices

capable of producing a monochrome signal from a Color Com-
puter. I personally designed the product from Moreton Bay
and tests have indicated that it provides the cleanest

monochrome signal of all such devices. It is probably the

most-used brand by those on the Color SIG.

Monochrome monitors cost between $75 and $150. They
come in green, amber, and black and white screen varieties.

Green is said to be most likely to produce eye strain. Amber
or black and white are felt to be superior for prolonged view-

ing. A 12-inch diagonal monitor is the typical size used for

a personal system. Once again, technical specs are irrelevant.

When you put up a CoCo monochrome signal on a mono-
chrome monitor, text will be extraordinarily crisp and sharp,

even in 85-column mode. I personally feel that it is impos-

sible to use the CoCo for word processing without a mono-
chrome monitor. Unfortunately, there is no way to improve

on the tendency of adjacent colors to blur into one another

using a color video monitor. This is intrinsic in the color com-
posite video process. RGB video would solve this, but no
RGB video adapters are or ever will be commercially made
for the CoCo. Indeed, I know of only one person who ever

made a proper RGB video adapter for the CoCo, and it was
very complex.

The system I recommend for most is a monochrome monitor

for use with text, relying on the RF signal for use with color.

This is cost effective.

Most monochrome drivers for the Color Computer will let

you use the existing RF signal. Computerware's driver for

the old CoCo ("Video Plus") is, however, an exception. It

completely destroys the RF signal when you install it. Moreton
Bay's (my) driver for the old CoCo occasionally causes this

problem too, but on that driver it can be easily fixed by discon-

necting a single wire, (end)
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Some of our readers are familiar with CompuServe; others aren't. The following "discussion" took place on the Compu-
Serve Color Sig, a section set aside specially for Color Computer users. For those of you who have never used Compu-
Serve, you should be aware that sometimes the discussion takes place in very close to real-time (allowing for typing

and sending messages), and other times a longer break of hours or days or even weeks is involved. This discussion

took place over about a month, and will be presented in Under Color in several parts. Our thanks to the authors, who
all gave permission for its use in UC.

Fm: ARTHUR DOYLE

The great system tug of war still seems
to be on, and no generic winner seems
to have emerged. Since I am definitely

not an expert in the intricacies of sys-

tem selection, perhaps my perceptions

may be of use when you professionals
attomnt tn rrarie nnhlir annthx/

I bought my first CoCo for my son as

a video game. Programs followed . . .

arcade games, educational (?) aids,

music, then a gamble on a word-proces-

sor. The thing worked! My CoCo and
Epson soon followed. The typewriter

grew into a terminal with the ColorCom
E ROM. System cost at this time? Under

$800. CP/M, Wordstar and terminal pro-

grams were selling for over $1 500. Boy,

was I smug! Frank Hogg started his

revivals at this time, promising that great

things were in store for the CoCo. You
mean Visicalc! I bought high speed
Hickc HarHiAiaro r^nctc r\ra\m in $19^0

Another $600 was spent to yield $300
in usable software. Still another $200
went to training time on Dialog, Dow
Jones, CompuServe and Startext. In all,

I estimate $2000 in computer expendi-

tures over the last three years (exclu-

sive of on-line time traceable to specific

projects). I have a chain saw and believe

that it has paid for itself; I still don't have

a decent database.

With software, I estimate an MS-DOS
system of comparable capabilities at

$3500. Incidentals and unneeded play-

pretties would add another $1500 for a

total of $5000 of "chain saw" solution.

Wait a minute, what was my problem?

Oh yeah ... I need a computer to save

money. Any of you mortals out there

have need of a $5000 solution?

I'm trying to expose the real need for

a cost-effective tool. The Radio Shack/

14 • UnderColor



Motorola video game is the first of these.

Jack Tramiel's Commodore 64 and the

Intel PC chip set are others. The other

personal computers on the market such
as the Apple, IBM and other business
machines are just too expensive as a
replacement for a typewriter—especially

in the home. By purchasing a CoCo or

a 64 one can get a generic machine to-

day instead of waiting another four years

for IBM to allow Intel to sell their $500
PC. Instead of Visicalc you'll buy Dyna-
calc, instead of Wordstar you get Tele-

writer, and instead of Transend you get

ColorCom E. The competition's offer-

ings may be slightly better, but you get

to purchase yours at a mature market
price.

Into this market is flung a new Super-

CoCo. It will probably offer all the

enhancements the aftermarket makes
available for the Plain-Jane CoCo. Only
in this case, it's in one easy-to-use

piece—like a Model 4. Well, the middle

boy is getting old enough to handle a
videogame that can grow into a type-

writer—why don't I splurge? Buy the

$1000 contraption for myself and give

him the $200 game. My system cost will

then come to $2800—still within the

realm of possibilities of cost recovery (ra-

tionalization). What do you mean I can't

run my old software or use my old files!

Slowly the great CoCo camps split

apart. Some software providers stay with

the game. Others go with the Business
machine. Alas, all the new business soft-

ware is appearing exclusively for the

Super CoCo. Unfortunately, the thinness

of the market forces the offerings to be
priced accordingly. System costs slow-

ly creep up to IBM levels, whereupon
customers desert for the safety of blue.

Meanwhile, back at the primeval swamp,
where the original CoCo still lurks, it is

seen as slowly succumbing to a sickly

diet of arcade games—seen as a com-
puter with no redeeming social value.

As Super CoCo loses at the upper ends
of the market, IBM swoops into the low

end of the market with its Intel chip set.

Their product is designed to be slower

and clunkier than their pricy offerings—

but it will run PC software! Programmers
desiring to eat flock to IBM. Their

chances of selling their wares increase

as IBM broadens their base to address
even the flint-hearted skeptics (such as

myself). By spreading their development
costs over a large user base, IBM pro-

grammers are able to reduce prices and
expand their markets even further. They,

like IBM, will seek io become the ieast-

cost producer of a generic product in

a mature market. After their competition

has been crushed, they will be free to

set prices in an ogopolistic fashion at

a level just low enough to discourage

competition.

I would be interested in the unit

volume shipped by the various computer
companies. Wouldn't it be shocking if

the unit market share of the CoCo or

the Commodore exceeded the pc clones

by a factor of ten? I would then like to

sit down and figure the disposable in-

come available for software/doodad pur-

chases for each of the two groups.

Wouldn't it be hilarious if the CoCo/
Commodore group was the more pro-

fitable market, and that realizing this,

IBM introduced a sub-PCJr for this

market's exploitation?

How can one believe that a company
with Tandy's resources would be unable

to design an advanced machine that was
compatible with its lower brethren? It's

not a technical decision.

I still have hope. Perhaps the new
machine will run CoCo, and OS-9, and
CP/M, and MS-DOS. That would be a

machine to own.

(This message sparked the following six

replies:)

Fm: Van (to A. Doyle)

I'd be willing to bet that the average
CoCo owner has more, and more varied,

software than the PC owner, if not

because of quality, then at least price!

Fm: Wayne Day (to A. Doyle)

Arthur, you raise some good points . . .

lemme see if I can respond to a couple
of them.

It is highly likely that the Color Com-
puter is the largest selling computer that

Tandy has ever sold. Unfortunately, their

demographics say that most purchasers

are probably not interested in dBase II

or APL or whatever.

It's obvious from Tandy's marketing

efforts that they are selling the computer
to America (and all over the world) as

a "home computer" that can also have
fun. In the case of the new 09 (or what-

ever) machine, understand that every-

one, exrept for folks who work for

Tandy's designers and executives, are

guessing as to what the future will bring.

It's entirely possible that the new
machine will be compatible with Tandy's
older software.

But, in the case of a lot of CoCo soft-

ware from third parties, I'll guess that

quite a bit won't be compatible, just as

a lot of software became incompatible

with the new 1.2 Basic and 1.1 Disk

ROMs. Programmer's take short-cuts

and/or are lazy, and the user gets the

short end.

I feel there is room in this world for

a lot of different machines, operating

systems, and that, today, there is no
machine that is all things to all people.

Buying a car and expecting to buy new
parts for it 20 years down the road is

expecting the unrealistic.

Buying a computer (any computer)

and expecting compatibility in perpetuity

is also unrealistic, due to changes in the

state of the art.

Again, I go back to what I said before

. . .first, decide what you want to do with

a computer, then find the software that

will do it, and then and only then, go
out and buy the hardware.

If your needs change, and you're us-

ing the computer in business, you can
write it off as a normal cost of doing

business. That's what those deductions

are on the income tax statement for.

If your needs change, and you're in

this as a hobby, you have a couple of

options:

a. change systems to one better

suited to your needs
b. keep the old system and write

software that does what you
need

c. keep the old system and accept

its limitations.

(This message had one reply, marked
by a *.;

Fm: Dennis Bathory Kitsz (To A. Doyle)

Interesting argument, but it doesn't ad-

dress the non-pop market too well. Do
you suppose it's the general public that

has snapped up nearly a million CoCos
in four years? Look in schools, labora-

tories, industries and other applications

where compact, cost-effective control

systems are imperative. I am doing a
custom project now for a company buy-

ing CoCos in 100 lots for industrial con-

trol. Maybe that's only 20-25 percent

of the market, but that's a lotta CoCos.

(This message has three replies, marked
by ft.)

Fm: Dennis Bathory Kitsz (to A. Doyle)

I ain't no professional, that's sure, and
those kind of economic arguments make
me resort to church bulletins for intellec-

tual stimulation. Lissen, if you lost track

of your goal $3000 worth, then I fail to

unnerstand why I should believe you
now. Eh?

Fm: Marty (to A. Doyle)

My info on the "09" is that apart from

simple Basic programs and those
assembly language programs that use
their own DOS or use only documented
ROM calls (and most not useful third-

party utilities and applications fit that

description), the new 09 will not have
access to the CoCo software base. In
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any case, you make a number of very

good points, and time will tell what will

actually happen.

(This message had one reply, published

next installment, and marked by • • .)

Fm: Sandy Trevor (to A. Doyle)

Reportedly, Tandy is going to great

pains to make the System 9 "software

compatible" with the CoCo. I guess we'll

see what that means after Marty gets

one.

(This replay had one response, to be
published next month, marked -&

.)

• Fm: Marty (to W. Day)

I beg to differ with you in one point you

just made. You implied that "lazy pro-

grammers" in the third-party market

were to blame for software incom-

patibilities related to ROM changes. And
that this laziness was also responsible

for the probable incompatibility of third-

party stuff with the coming 09 machine.

You're completely off base there,

Wayne.
While it is true that there were some

cases of laziness of that sort by third

party types (Telewriter in its early

releases was such an example), the

main cause of most assembly language
application program software incom-

patibility (and the reason most CoCo
third party stuff will probably not be
usable under the new Tandy 6809
system) is not laziness on the part of

third-party programmers, but the inex-

cusable stupidity on the part of Micro-

soft in not providing file-handling

vectors—documented vectors—for their

R/S DOS system, and the equally inex-

cusable stupidity of Tandy in accepting

such an abortion of an "operating

system" from Microsoft.

More than anything else, this one so-

called oversight has scared off program-

mers from writing serious stuff for the

CoCo.
You are to be condemned for blam-

ing the third-party market in general for

the minor mistakes of a few of its pro-

grammers, and for excusing the monu-
mental mistake made by Microsoft and
Tandy!

Hrumph!

(This has one reply, to be publishednext
month, marked by & &

.)

•frFm: Art Gavasso (to D. Kitsz)

Just thought I'd throw my two cents in.

If there was not a market for all the

CoCos, then who is buying them all?

Also, I can buy software for my ' 'game"
machine that is as good or better than

the PC;s at Va the price. I wouldn't trade

my CoCo and disk drive and printer for

a PC for anything. And my cost was $800
complete with DSDD drive . . . hope that

helps the fire glow a bit . . .

• Fm: Marty (to D. Kitsz)

Note carefully, Dennis, how in my fan-

ciful design of a dream CoCo ("Dream"
article I posted in XA1), I carefully sug-

gested that a minimal machine in a pro-

fessional box be available for just that

market: the industrial and scientific and
medical lab and control market ... a
cost-effective, smart, dedicated device.

• Fm: Arthur Doyle (to D. Kitsz)

Maybe I wasn't crazy after all. It does
seem to work better than some other

machines I've tried. Why doesn't some-
one repackage it with a few more
features? (end)

Hints. Tips, and Tricks

General— If you're having RF problems with your Color

Computer, you can eliminate them if your TV has a 75-ohm
jack (for direct cable input). Buy a phone-jack to F-connector

adapter (Radio Shack 278-255) and plug the computer directly

to your TV, bypassing the TV connector box you normally use.

Programming—To load two Basic programs into memory
without erasing one, try this: Renumber the programs so that

they don't overlap one another (the beginning of one doesn't

start before the end of the other); CLOAD the lower number
program; type poke 25,peek(27):poke 26,peek(28)-2; CLOAD the

second program; with Color Basic type poke 25,6, with Ex-

tended Color Basic type poke 25,30; type poke 26,1. Now
CSAVE the new, combined program.

Programming—When debugging programs, put in a Stop
command before the line giving the problem. To facilitate your
efforts, print the variables in question before Stopping the

program. It'll save time and typing.

Programming—Here's an easy way to verify tape saved
programs without losing the copy in memory: rewind the tape

and type SKIPF. It'll read over your file and report any errors

without erasing the file in memory. If there is a problem, you
still have a copy in memory for a second save.

Programming—To load an assembly language tape or disk

to a different location in memory by putting an "offset" value

after the file name; i.e., cload "fiie",offset. To move upwards
in memory, the offset is calculated by subtracting the old start

address from the new one. To move down, subtract the old

address from the new one, and add 65536.

ROMpak—To change the untimed stop bit in Color disk

Scripsit and change the printer baud, try this: Load DOS
(don't run it), list Lines 101 and 102 and make sure the revi-

sion number and date are 1.2 and 12/07/81. Now type in:

15 POKE 3772,&HBD:POKE 3773,6:P0KE 3774,&H12:REM fixes stop bit

16 POKE 3783,&H8E:POKE 3784,0:POKE 3785,x:REM x is the baud

Line 15 forces Scripsit to use the same timing routine for

all bits, and Line 16 substitutes the built-in baud with your

preferred rate. Save DOS to disk and the changes become
permanent (actually, rename the DOS on disk to DOSBACK
before saving the modified version, that way you have the
nIH vprcsinn QhnnlH \/nn nooH it\

., _..„_.». jw.. ..-„— .v .

OS9— If you're having problems with Basic9 on your OS9
system, try this on a two drive system: type del dir defs, then

copy/di/basico9DO/cmds/basico9. Do this on all your Basic

programs (replacing Basic09 with the appropriate name, of

course).
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The INTERflCTIUE DRfiUING. BOARD and GRAPHIC
DISPLflV PROCESSOR Hill produce anazing
presentation-quality graphics. To build
a picture use the 'ACTION ICDNS' Hith
your House or joysticks. ACTION ICDNS
include lines, rectangles, circles, arcs
and fills. Once an "object is created
it can be copied and noved or undone.
Magnify node lets you 'Soon' in to do
fine touch-up Hork. Brush Duplicate lets
you 'air brush' any pattern. Cones Hith
14 FONT sets which can be enlarged or
italic*se& or BOLD FONT! Larqe
Morksheet (448x480 pixel >!

REQUIRES 64K DISK or TAPE

2 JOYSTICKS or 1 HOUSE fe JDVSTK
PRINTER 0PTI0NS= RS LP UIII FORflAT,

C-ITDH <NEC>, EPSON, GEMINI 10-10X

PLEASE SPECIFY A ,- —* „.
DISK or TAPE $49. 95

CDEALER INQUIRIES INVITED> +*2 POSTAGE

vizipurip
The screen dump utility that you've
been waiting for! This does it aLL!.
Easy PULL DOWN MENUS. Black/white
backgrounds . Select any area of" t-he

graphics screen and print it! You
can also enlarge print 2X or 4X.
Select tabs, baud rates, X or Y axis
PRINTER OPTIONS: RS LP VIII FORMATS
C-ITOH, EPSON, GEMINI 1Q or 1QX
REQUIRES DISK DRIVE & JOYSTICK

$19 .95 +*2 POSTAGE

CDEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME)

GRAPHICS!
Turn your Color Computer into a
GRAPHICS MACHINE' with some of
newest and most innovative graphics
software programs yet!

VIDX- VIDEO DIGITIZER
Vidx connects between the video source and the RS-232 port of
the color computer. No need for Y-cables or Multipacks! When
VIDX is connected to your computer, you can digitize any source of
video such as off air TV, video tape recorder, or live TV camera
simply by issuing the proper command from the keyboard. The
software used with VIDX is supplied on a non-protected RS format
disk. The software has the following functions:

SINGLE OR MULTIPLE EXPOSURE
ABORT or RESUME SCAN _ <-

FRAME PICTURE *.£.' AXs
LOGICAL 'AND' SCREEN 2 & 1 - U ^XT
READ/WRITE GRAPHICOM DISK . (PP3

READ/WRITE RS-DOS DISK \(Jf*
READ/WRITE TO CASSETTE »

vidx-i-$99.95digitizer & software
vidx-2-$124.95 digitizer & software

with two port RS-232 switcher, allows You to switch between VIDX
and two other devices such as printer & modem.

PLUS $3.00 POSTAGE

32 K

VtSKoz

atUEKM MOUNTAIN MK

HAM SOFTWARE by John Yurek
used worldwide by Hams

CW - Turns your COCO into a CW
keyboard and receive term-
inal. COCO version has a
real time printer.

$44.95(tape) plus $2 postage

RY - Turns your COCO into a 5
level (Baudot Code) Tele-

type machine.
$49.95(tape) plus $2 postage

To Place Your Order Send
Check or Money Order To:

GRAFXGRAF
P.O. Box 254

West Mifflin, Pa. 15122
Voice (412)466-6974 (6-9 PM)

24 Hour BBS-COCONET
(412)744-2335

300 - 1 200 Baud Modem Online

FREE DIGITIZED PICTURES!



**********************************************#*********************^
THIS ISSUE'S NEWS IS COCO MAX — THE FOLLOWING "FIRST LOOK" REVIEW IS BY MARK RANDALL
****************************************#**#*****###************^

****** COCO MAX by Tim Jenison / Colorware $69.95 / 64K Disk or Tape ******
(Note: This review was written February 2, and is based on a pre-release version of CoCo
Max; by the time you read this Colorware should be shipping CoCo Max to the public).

It has long been one of my fantasies to own a Macintosh and be able to Macpaint any time
I wanted to. Tim Jenison and the folks at Colorware have made that dream a reality.
The first time I typed the words RUN"COCOMAX" my reaction was awe and astonishment.

The first thing that impressed me about CoCo Max was its blistering speed. We are
talking fast — REAL FAST — as if there was a 68000 processor in that CoCo Max
cartridge. If you use Color Computer graphics, you too will be impressed with speed of
the "rubber band line" and "rubber band shape" drawing routines. Besides being an
amazing programming accomplishment, its speed makes CoCo Max a pleasure to work with.

CoCo Max is a clone of Macpaint from Apple's Macintosh computer. I didn't really think
that there would ever be a clone on the CoCo that would be true to the original
Macpaint, yet CoCo Max supports all of the major features of Macpaint with few
exceptions (most notably the ability to stretch and shrink "captured" portions of the
screen along a few of the more obscure Macpaint "shortcuts"). In fairness to the
program's author Tim Jenison (designer of the Micro Works Digisector Video Digitizer) I

should mention that these were left out simply because he ran out of memory. Keep in
mind that it takes 128K to run Macpaint on a Macintosh, yet Tim was able to shoehorn
almost all its features into a 64K CoCo. In fact, the program is so similar to Macpaint
that I learned how to use it from a borrowed Macpaint manual!

Macpaint's features separate the Mac from other drawing tools. On any page of Macworld
magazine, the chances are pretty good that you will see the phrase "User Interface".
That's what set the Mac apart from all other computers, until now. The Macintosh's
friendly user interface asks the user to point with a mouse to a picture of the desired
activity — pictures known as "icons". Once you are pointing to the desired icon, you
press the mouse's button to select it; thus, the phrase "point and click". Macpaint
drawing tools are on the left side of the screen. When you "click" on the desired tool
it is highlighted in black. In the accompanying pictures, the "hand" icon (second from
the top) is selected. If you "point and click" on one of the words along the top of the
screen you will get a "pull-down menu". You may select any option on the menu by
clicking on it while the menu is pulled down (see picture #2). This user interface
allows the "non-techie" to use the advanced features of a microcomputer without having
to understand how they work. My mother (a professed computerphobe) will sit down to use
CoCo Max any time; young children also find it very easy to understand and use.

Yes, there is some bad news. The biggest problem is that it may end up costing you more
than $69.95 to use CoCo Max fully. If you are a disk owner (the tape version won't be
ready until March) you will need a Y-cable or multi-pak to use CoCo Max's 8-bit
analog-to-digital converter cartridge. Second, while you can use CoCo Max with a
joystick, I recommend that you use a mouse, since it is more Mac-like and you have
better control. Last, the program looks best on a monochrome monitor, largely because
the original Macpaint is exclusively a black-and-white system. Tim has made some
changes to the program to ease the use of the CoCo's high res colors, but even so I

would at least recommend a color monitor or high quality television. Of course you can
use CoCo Max without investing additional money, but to be honest, since getting CoCo
Max I have bought a multi-pak, mouse, monochrome monitor and driver and I don't regret a
penny of it ! It's still a lot cheaper than $1500 for a Macintosh.

I asked Jack Knott, President of Colorware, a few questions after seeing the CoCo Max
ads, and added some of my own:



Q. What printers does CoCo Max support?
A. Although all the printer drivers are not in the pre-release version, Colorware states
that the Epson/Gemini, all Tandy dot matrix, and C. Itoh Prowriter printers will be
supported. You will be able to print out in small and large and double strike and
normal modes.

Q. Part of the screen is taken up tools and menus; how large is my actual work area?
A. CoCo Max uses windowing to allow your effective workspace to be larger than what can
be displayed on the screen at one time. The total amount of workspace is roughly 3 1/2
times that of one window. You can select the hand icon and use it to move your
workspace like a piece of paper. You will also be able to print your entire workspace
as one big picture on a single piece of paper.

Q. What does that cartridge that comes with CoCo Max do?
A. It is an 8 bit analog-to-digital converter that the mouse or joystick plugs into so
you can make large free hand strokes from one end of the screen to the other without
jumping or being jerky.

Q. How many type fonts does CoCo Max have?
A. At least five; you can italicize, boldface, outline, and drop-shadow any font.

Q. Will I be able to draw graphics like those shown here?
A. The Garfield is by a friend who is not an artist but can draw a straight line. The
Mr. Chips picture is by Mr. Thumbs, yours truly. The Fat Bits mode allows you to zoom
in on working areas, and helps make a no-talent like me look pretty good.

Q. Can I paint with patterns other than those at the bottom of the screen?
A. Yes, there is another palette like the one you see, but geared more towards
artifact color set. You may also edit the existing patterns to create a new one.

the

Q. Are CoCo Max disk files compatable with BASIC?
A. Yes, CoCo Max pictures are binary files that start at $E00 so you can use them with
BASIC programs or even other drawing programs.

Q. Can I have some of those neat pictures to look at?
A. If you have a modem you may download these and several other pictures from the Color
America Users Group BBS in Los Angeles at (818) 335-6554.

It is a reviewers duty to help you to decide whether you want to buy a product; I have
the perfect way for you. Go to your local computer store, sit down and play with
Macpaint, and if you like what you see ... save yourself $1500 and get CoCo Max! There
have been few CoCo programs that revolutionize the use of our computers. For me CoCo
Max is one of those programs. It is one of the top three CoCo programs ever written.
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Jarb Electronics

$120
Mark Data Products HJL Micronix Keytronics

Super Pro $85 $85 $85
$65

Since its introduction, the Color Computer has been
supplied by Tandy with three different keyboards.

For the first two or three years Tandy's gray-cased

units came with a "chicklets" keyboard. They then

switched to cream-, and then white-cased units, and
began supplying full-sized keys on the keyboard.

These keys looked "squashed" however . . . they

did not rise much above the level of the keyboard

background. More recently Tandy has begun to ship

Color 2's with full-sized keyboards with textured and
sculpted keys.

The first two keyboards (chicklets and the first im-

provement to full-sized keys) were quite useable for

occasional programming but distinctly inferior for

word processing. The keyboard currently supplied

by Tandy is not that bad for typing, though the key

travel on it is to my taste unpleasantly short. All three

keyboards, however, appear to be rather similarly

(cheaply) made. The first two clearly demonstrated

a tendency to wear out quickly with heavy use. I

suspect that the current model will also not prove

very durable.

If you own one of the older keyboards you'll cer-

tainly want to consider buying a third party replace-

ment for it. Even it you own a new one you might

want to replace it if you don't like the short keystroke

travel it offers. What options do you have?
Hardware Hacker Options: The extremely poor

quality of the original "chicklets" keyboard provided

a fertile area for third party support. For the hacker,

Dennis Kitsz (in an article in January, 1 982, '80 Micro)

described how to modify an old Model I keyboard

and install it in the Color Computer. He observed

that as those keyboards were being pulled from ser-

vice they could be had for $10 to $15 from

cooperative Tandy computer repair people. Current-

ly, the old Model III keyboards are being pulled from

Mid Ill's that are being upgraded to Model 4 status.

I've bought about half a dozen of these for $5 to

$10 each. These are excellent keyboards and their

existing wiring is nearly the same as that of the

Color's keyboard. Only a few trace cuts and jumpers
need be added. To help you install these keyboards

get a schematic for the Color keyboard and for the

Mod I or III. You'll find that only four keys of one
row are in a different place. Just trace this row out

on your board and make appropriate changes. I do
not recommend wiring a non-Tandy keyboard up
from scratch. I've done this myself, once, and it is

an outrageous waste of time! If you want to "do it

yourself" start with a Mod I or III keyboard.

If you're going to be hacking let me make a

suggestion—connect it with a 15-conductor cable!

I have a Mod II type keyboard mounted in an old

Mod I shell connected via a piece of 20-conductor
chiol/Harl riKhnn ^ohlo l'i/e> m/i ror) nn o Dacat Ki iff/tn

and a power-on light on the keyboard as well. As
I type this article I'm reclining in my easy chair with

the keyboard on my lap. I make one mistake in the

design of my lap keyboard: forgot to make it with

a "palm rest." That is, I neglected to find or build

a case for it that had a minimum of three inches

of space below the space bar. I'm correcting this

flaw in the second remote keyboard I'm building now.

One other note: the early CoCo's had a pin connec-

tor for the keyboard. The current ones have an edge
card/ribbon connector. Male connectors to the new
kind of keyboard are hard to come by. You may
decide to desolder the keyboard connector and in-

stall your own connector. I like to use DB1 5 or DB25
type connectors as they are highly available and
highly reliable.

Commercial Options: The first commercial re-

placement keyboard on the market was to my
knowledge a $120 remote keyboard from Jarb in

San Diego. This was a very nice unit, though I'm

not sure if it's still available.

Mark Data then introduced the "Super Pro"

keyboard. This is currently the least expensive,

available for $65 plus shipping and handling from

Mark Data Products. It has become one of the very

most popular keyboards. The mechanism is iden-

tical to the old Model I (Hi Tec brand) keyboards.

Later on HJL introduced its keyboard, which features

membrance switches (very durable) and sells for

around $85. Micronix entered the market first with

its "professional" keyboard (a piece of trash with

weirdly positioned keys and too strong springs) and
then a new keyboard (a very nice ALPs type keyboard

that is almost identical in touch and feel to that of

the Model III). Finally, Keytronics has a keyboard

on the market, too. Both the Keytronic product and
the Micronix product sell for around $85.

Deciding which keyboard to use is a very subjec-

tive affair. Some keyboards that I like others hate,

and vice versa. My bias is toward medium key travel

and medium mushiness and a textured feel. I tend

to like the Model III keyboard very much, though

it's a little too mushy to be perfect.

If you like the old Model I keyboards you'll like

the Super Pro; a keyboard that is identical to the

Model III keyboard is the Micronix premium. It's a

very fine unit. The HJL keyboard has, to my taste,

the most pleasing textured feel. I've used one ex-

tensively and like it very much. It's quite crisp in

its feel, with a reasonable length of key travel. I'm

biased against the Keytronic's unit; for my taste it

has much too short a key travel distance. But if you

like the keyboard on the current Tandy Color ma-
chines you'll like the Keytronics. Both have very short

key travel. The Keytronics resembles a number of

IBM pc keyboard copies.

Because all of the above products are much more
likely to withstand prolonged use (the HJL is pro-

bably the most durable of the lot) they are to be

preferred to even the current Tandy keyboards. One
final nrvttt' thnca UowK/^arWe ntffar +\ktr\ r\r ir\nr ovtro
• ••IA. ..wi^. i, ,^w .x^jruvu.wo «iiwi i.»w wi ««. XAUU
"function" keys. This relates to the fact that in its

design of the CoCo, Tandy left out four possible

switch positions on the matrix it used. Now if Tandy
had, from the start, used those four positions, it might

have been nice (I'd have liked a designated control

20 • UnderColor



key). However, since they weren't used, virtually no
available software supports such added function

keys. If you happen to buy a keyboard with those
extra keys I recommend you ignore them entirely.

I broke off the four function keys on my HJL keyboard
when I found myself hitting them accidentally instead

of the shift keys, (end)

Multipak

Radio Shack
Fort Worth, TX

$160

CoCo Bus
PBJ

POB 813
N. Bergen, NJ 07042

$150 assembled $23 bare board

Over the last two years a number of expansion
system ports have been introduced for the Color
Computer. Only two have seen relatively widespread
use by myself, my friends, and the circle of hackers
who congregate on the Color Computer Special In-

terest Group: Multipak and the PBJ "C-C Bus."
There have been other products but those products
have either been withdrawn from the market or are
in very limited use due to their limited capabilities,

high prices, or both.

The Tandy Multipak sells for $160 list although
it has been discounted by Tandy to $79 and $99
on several occasions. The PBJ C-C Bus sells for

$150 assembled and tested but is also available as
a bare board with full documentation for $23. The
Tandy product offers four extra system slots; the
PBJ product offers six slots. The Tandy product of-

fers control of slot selection via hardware (an ex-
ternal switch) and software (POKEs to a given port

in the $FFXX region). The PBJ product selects its

slots via software only. The Tandy product comes
in a more or less attractive white plastic case with

a built-in power supply. The PBJ product looks rather

more stark and has an external power supply (a wall

transformer type unit). The Tandy product provides
mechanical support (via its case) for its vertically

mounted plug-in cards. The PBJ product provides
no mechanical support for the card you plug in to

it ... they jusf sit there, held in by the force of the
40-conductor edge connector socket. The Tandy pro-

duct provides full and proper grounding from the
ground tabs of the CoCo to ground clips supplied
on the Multipak. The PBJ C-C bus provides no con-
nection between the CoCo 's ground tabs and any
ground tabs that might be on cards you plug in.

Regarding the lack of proper grounding on the
PBJ product: observant and sophisticated PBJ C-C
bus owners use the product, and none have reported

any difficulties with the C-C bus that might relate

to bad grounding. Specifically, I'd fear that disk I/O

might be subject to infrequent failures. But no PBJ
bus owners have reported this to me. Al of PBJ (a

very conscientious fellow) also informs me that no
one has ever complained to him about such pro-

blems. I still don't like the lack of ground tabs on
u:« ____i. ...j. u...xno piuuuoi, uui must mciive u uear mat an curreni

empirical evidence indicates that the "oversight"
has not affected the reliability of the product at all.

(Those who own PBJ C-C buses who want to add
such ground clips should try making them out of

bent fuse clip holders.)

There has been one complaint on the Sig that the

power supply for the PBJ C-C bus is a bit too weak
to handle five cards plugged in simultaneously,

though it seems that one of those five cards was
unusually power hungry in the first place. From what
I've heard, I suspect that the Tandy Multipak would
not have had enough juice either.

Going to a more technical level, there are two or

three other comparisons between these two items
that are important. The Tandy Multipak offers (under
software control) switching among its four slots of

both the CTS ("ROM select line") and the SCS (port

select line) independently. The C-C Bus offers only

combined switching of the CTS and SCS line

together. With some sophisticated hardware cards
(such as video digitizers and EPROM programmer
cards) this may result in the PBJ C-C bus having
problems. In most cases, this deficiency will not be
noticed. The Tandy Multipak has a tinned male con-
nector to the CoCo.

Both buses have gold-plated edge-card female
connectors for the plug-in boards. The NMI and
HALT lines are not buffered on the Tandy Multipak.

This oversight results in the SAM and CPU being
at high risk of being destroyed if you accidentally

plug in or remove a card in the Multipak while the
power is on. The PBJ C-C bus does buffer the NMI
line, resulting in an added degree of protection to

the CoCo itself. The Tandy Multipak uses a PAL
(program array logic) chip to do a lot of its address
decoding. Unfortunately, the programming of that

PAL chip is not published by Tandy in its service
manual for that product. The PAL is not hard to read
. . . Tandy did not blow the verification links. Most
folks, however, do not have PAL readers handy. The
upshot of all this is that there were some address-

ing idiosyncrasies that were not apparent from the
Multipak's documentation that caused serious prob-
lems forsome hardware designers. The PAL refuses

to allow writing to memory in the address space be-
tween $8000-$FEFF even if you've decoded your
own chip select line directly from the address bus.
The PBJ C-C Bus uses small scale logic only to

do its address decoding, and so holds no nasty sur-

prises for hardware designers using it. The designer
of the PBJ board (Alberto of PBJ) is available for

consultation with his customers.
In both the Multipak and the PBJ C-C bus,

assembled and tested versions, the chips are all

soldered (with the exception of the PAL chip in the
Tandy product). But you can order the C-C bus as

CD
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Q
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arbare board and so have the option of socketing

Jts chips.

.: ^Recommendations: The two units have different

^t'rOng?points ; and; different weaknesses. In many
leases the weaknesses of either may be corrected

j

:by;a minimum of. hardware tinkering. To the hard-

Kware switching among the cards plugged into the

"number of slots and more straightforward address
.decoding would make it much,more;attractive,:as

^ifoes^its;avaNability:as a bare, board, with instruc-

tions;.^ I might recommend

theUandy Multipak. Being Tandy, it's going -to be
something of a standard. And if you buy it on sale

:•; it is more attractively priced than the assembled and
tested G.-C. bus unit. Although PBJ is extremely swift

in supporting repairs for many folks, it's just. much
more convenient to take a blown item back to a Radio

Shack dealer. Finally, the availability of external hard-

ware switching among the cards plugged in to the

Tandy Multipak will make it more attractive forthose

.whowantto use it to switch among ROM packs; fencO

TRS-80 Models I. III. & Color
Computer Interfacing Projects

• t "^ViWilliam^arden, Jr.

J<One of theopening sentences in this book says it

.best^'theColorComputenhas an amazing amount
of circuitry, built, into it for. the price. ''That has been
.the. secret: of the Color Computer's success: a ver-

:-.'satile,yet inexpensive,; machine that has something
^f^r^yeryohe'. .r \.','. \.\> :

-< '-
, \ --

<-.:*. JRS-80 Models I, III, & Color Computer Interfacing

: projects by William Barden, Jr. is directed towards
1"the:p"erspn:wh6lwou!d'llke to learn about hardware
and

:
interfacing

:
aspects and explore the way soft-

^wareVand hardware worktogether to ;make a com-
:p.uter.ahd its peripherals •communicate with each
> other. Much of the book: exploits the interfaces

^already present in Radio Shack; computers. The
|j^sticfc;input are"actually Ibw-resolutibh analogrto-

^digital' converters so the single most vital function

•^needed - for~ data acquistion is already built-in.

^Likewise; the serial: ports that drive the printer and
. cassette recorder are fine for single-bit input/but- :

:;pM;MK
;
Bardenj.provides a Virtual feasfc of projects

,using.:these built-in- interfaces, for everything from

;: temperature and : hghWntensity measurements to

KVQice|sforage;and;playback; from telephone dailing

, -to windspeed,: measurement. The entire book was
^essentially published as a;year-long series in BYTE
r (December, 1,981^Nov'ember, .1 982): .readers with

aecess1o.those.back issues can enjoy this material
" and .save the price of the. book.

?^"\Fhe latter chapteris> cover more general interfac-

ving through theexpansion connectors; Barden con-

istructs general-purpose: l/Orboards for the"expan-

; siqrilpprts of the-tliree^computerSianclrgivessimple:

application's, such as switchrclosure detection, relay

;^rivingi:anp^

interfacing..The book concludes with a useful discus-

sion of signal conditioning and transducers for sens-

ing; btftside-world. signals.
.'"

-

/Mr;, Barden is well-known for his readable and
practical tutorial?, and; this: book is no disappoint-

ment Every effort has been made to accommodate
>the rioviCei but Barden manages,to do it in a way
: that ^shouldn't bore even: a moderately advanced
^reader. His projects: include complete parts lists and
wiri ng-poirit tables to help people who are uhcom-

: fprtable witjhischematicdiagrams.The book covers

^uch^varietyo^different applications that it's hard

toimagijie anyone not finding something of interest

Howard W. Sams & Co., inc.

4300 West 62nd St.

Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
$74.95 paperback

here. There's a good balance of coverage and pro-

jects for-each of the three computers. Color Com-
puter enthusiasts need not beware the inclusion of

other machines in this book: there's plenty here for

users.of any of the machines to get their money's
worth.' -

. I had only a couple of minor complaints, both

directed at Chapters 1 6 and 1 7, which deal with use
of the Color Computer expansion connector and a

general-purpose I/O board for it. This material was
prepared before Radio Shack's introduction of the

latest revision of the full-size circuit board (the so-

called F board), and before the introduction of the

Color Computer 2; Barden uses the GTS signal,

whichjs the $C000 select at pin 32 of the expansion

connector, to address his I/O device. That's finefor

Revision E circuit boards and earlier, but the F board,

the CoCo 2, and earlier boards that have been retro-

fitted for 64K RAM all use gates that disable the

CTS line for write operations. Only read operations

will.generate the $C000 select on those machines:

,thus„his CoCo interface project won't work, and his

descriptions of how to write to an I/O device plugged

into the cartridge port are obsolete for machines pro-

duced since October, 1982 or so. The $FF40 select
' at pin 36 should be substituted for CTS,"as it's ac-

tive for both input and output on all machines.

.:> Also, Barden uses the 8255 chip, an old I/O device

;

introduced originally as a member of the 8080 micro-

processor family, This device does have 24 I/O lines

rather than the 1 6 of newer chips, but the lines are

less configurable and the programming for the 9255
is unnecessarily complicated by today's standards.

The-8255 isOK for the Models I and III, which use
8Q80/Z-80 technology, but I would much rather see
a 6820 or 6522 for the CoCo expansion. Those chips

are designed for the 6800/6809/6502 family of micro-

processors, and are more representative of modern
hardware. -

Thisis an excellent book for nearly everyone who
is interested in learning about interfacing and sim-
Knlo-harriwaronnnRtmrstinn \A/iththo w/arnihn in mind

about using the I/O board with newer CoCos, the

projects are useful and should serve well to introduce

owners of these computers to the fascinating world

-of data acquisition and control, (end)
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INCXUS presents
New Keys to Creativity!

CHItOiUA-SKETCH
The Picture Program Writer
CHROMA-SKETCH has an option that writes a BASIC
program as you draw, paint and letter on the hi-res

screen in 66 colors and shadings (22 in each

of 3 color-sets). Save program to disk or tape to

recreate your picture from BASIC at any time, or

save the screen as a binary image.

Dual cursors simplify arcs, circles, lines and boxes.

Drawing aids include options for full-screen crosshair

cursor and "graph-paper" grid. Automatic preview

and undo commands available in 64K. Help key

gives command and status display. If the program

writer is enabled, you can return to any previous

stage of your picture!

Draw complex shapes and CHROMA-SKETCH will

redraw, rotate, reduce or enlarge them at any position

in any color or pattern. Save the shape definitions

to disk or tape for use in BASIC programs. Paint

in any dot pattern including checks, stripes (horizontal

or vertical) or others you define yourself. Draw dotted

or twisted lines. Overlay color patterns for translucent

effects.

CHROMA-SKETCH can be used with any combination

of joystick devices including Touch-Pad or Color

Mouse. If you prefer, you may use the fast, auto-repeat

cursor keys to move diagonally, horizontally or vertically.

The fast, compact graphic programs you can write

using CHROMA-SKETCH are yours to alter or use

in any way you wish. These BASIC programs may
be used for games, graphic adventures, educational

software or on-screen slide shows.

Requires 32K Extended BASIC. Supports disk or

cassette systems, all ROM versions, all graphic modes.

CHROMA-SKETCH
$29.95 cassette
$34.95 disk

FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING

WIZARD
For Telewriter-64*

Font

"/ recommend Wizard for Telewriter devotees
who want to do something nice for their hard-
working word processor."

Scott Norman
Hot Coco, Feb. '85

"._/ can attest to the relief that innovation
offers the eyes after long periods of key-
boarding." "Wizard is another CoCo winner..."

Charles Springer
Rainbow, Dec. '84

The pleasantly proportioned characters of the WIZARD
font have true descenders and optional end-of-line

markers. If you do not prefer this clear, attractive

font, take advantage of our money back guarantee.

The simple modification of Telewriter-64 done by

WIZ causes no change in the operation of the word

processor or the amount of buffer space. You may
choose to permanently install the font in a backup

copy of Telewriter-64 or to quickly install the font

each time you load an unmodified copy of Telewriter-64.

The end-of-line markers are useful for locating run-on

spaces at the end of lines and between lines, and

for counting spaces between paragraphs. They are

essential for the complex on-screen formatting that

tables or poetry often involve, as well as for keeping

track of carriage returns in program code.

WIZ will run in any CoCo, 16-64K, disk or cassette.

The WIZARD font does not alter the characters

produced by your printer.

Details of how the new font is added to Telewriter-64

may be requested when you order WIZ. Previous

purchasers may request this information if they include

their WIZ ID# and a SASE.

WIZ
$16.95 cassette
$21.95 disk

FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. If not completely satisfied, you may return the material within 30 days for a

prompt refund. Specify the program and media desired. Programs supplied on disk and cassette are identical

in all respects. Send check or money order. Personal checks — no delay. Next day shipping in most cases.

NEXUS
2601 Bridalwood Dr. No. 4
Knoxville, TN 37917

for additional information: (615) 522-1977. CIS 71575,1706
Write for a catalog. Dealer inquiries are welcome.

TN residents add 7% sales tax.

Telewriter-64 is a trademark of Cognitec
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Quality Christian Software

Dept. A, P.O. Box 1899
Duncan, OK 73534

'Way back in 1979, when I was sending out a free

newsletter for TRS-80 owners, I would often receive

original programs in return. One of these was "Bible

Verse Hangman" by Stan Ockers, a midwestern
KIM-1 specialist, and the other, by up-and-coming
programmer Joe Teller, was "Shipwreck." The Bible

verse game was a hit around the house, since not

only did you have to guess the Bible verse as you
filled in the blanks, but you could guess chapter and
verse as well. Nobody ever got "hanged," just gently

admonished. "Shipwreck" was a satisfying but fair-

ly typical adventure game of the sea-and-sand vari-

ety. Neighborhood youngsters loved it; there was
none of the typical adventure violence, just survival

dependent on wits and skill.

Half a decade later, four of us (one "test" minister,

two Christians, and an atheist) gathered 'round the

old monitor to have a crack at some new programs
from Quality Christian Software: "Pilgrim's Pro-

gress," "Church Time," "Christmas Quiz," and the

"3-Game Pack." Our mutual feelings about these

programs is reflected by one reaction: how good
can a commercial program on a religious topic be
when its authors hyphenate and spell incorrectly,

and misspell the names of books and characters

in the Bible?

That's not a minor dissatisfaction; in fact, it dis-

turbed our test minister enough that, although he
might have considered using some of the programs
as reinforcement pastimes for his religious classes,

he scrapped the idea due to the host of minor inac-

curacies. Furthermore, in the 3-Game Pack (the best

of the quiz-game lot), one question had two correct

answers, but only one answer was accepted. In

another game, choosing the correct response

depended on which translation of the Bible is used.

All the QCS programs loaded on the first try,

although Pilgrim's Progress required a pre-run

pmodeo:pcleari when used with early computers.

During our experience, none of the programs
crashed with an error message.

It's difficult not to take an un-Christian attitude

toward these Christian programs. Originality and bet-

ter programming should be expected, but I want to

forgive those limitations in the belief that the pro-

grammers have placed evangelical mission above
details. Somehow I feel sure that all my complaints

are devils dancing on the head of a pin. In fact, QCS
President Terry Presgrove forbids program copy-

ing, although "one exception . . . would be the shar-

ing of QCS software with non-Christian owners for

evangelistic purposes." Hard to fault that generos-

ity, I suppose.

"Church Time" and "Pilgrim's Progress" are both

adventure games. "Church Time" operates under
the quirky premise that you've left for church, forgot-
ton \tr\i %r QJKIo rtr\r\r\ Kn/%1/ +r\ r*r*+ J* r-%r*r4 \r\r\\*r\Aiwn y\s\*t uiuio, ^unc k/aur\ iu ^tsi i l
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yourself in the house. You have to get out of the

house and to church on time (reminds me of a

song . . .). "Pilgrim's Progress" is more complex
and serious, based on John Bunyan's theological

treatise of Christian growth. The objects of the game,

according to the documentation, "is to obtain all Nine
Fruits of the Spirit. Your progress is directed away
from the city of Destruction and toward the Holy City.

Important doctrines are grasped as the player

proceeds."

The best adventure game was "Pilgrim's Pro-

gress," since it was the most serious, the most
thoroughly constructed and had the largest reper-

toire of responses. John Bunyan's original "Pilgrim's

Progress" is not on the best-seller list these days.

It would have helped to have a summary of the book,

since so much of the game's plan was based on
it; in fact, the documentation as a whole was poor
for the QCS games. Documentation for "Pilgrim's

Progress" is the longest, and is—excluding the

message from the QCS president—just over one
side of a page.

None of us—not our test minister, our Christians,

or our atheist—did well. Perhaps America is a latter

day Sodom and Gomorrah, but we always ended
up (rather, ended down) in the fiery kingdom. The
statement "important doctrines are grasped as the

player proceeds" turned out false for us.

Unless you are a hard-core adventure maniac
ready to play anything that comes along, or a Chris-

tian hungry for any software at all, "Pilgrim's Pro-

gress" and especially "Church Time" are only

mediocre implementations of the adventure game
principle.

The quiz games were more immediate and satis-

fying. Many of the Bible verses, especially those from

the Old Testament, were tricky, and the "Christmas
Quiz" questions centered around popular myths that

are often unsupported by Biblical reference. No, the

actual number of wise men is never stated, only in-

ferred from the three gifts that they bring. All the

drills are timed, and the "Who Did That" and "Who
Said That" games are decidedly slippery. One of

our test Christians had a better handle on Bible

references than the minister, yet she often stumbled
on questions about Old Testament women, charac-

ters of similar name (Elijah and Elisha), and obscure

books (Nahum and Titus). After a round or two,

though, the initial enjoyment wore thin as the

available references ran out and the grammar and
spelling problems grew more irritating.

Quality Christian Software claims that these pro-

grams teach Christian principles. If I'm to believe

the programs themselves, though, "Christian prin-

ciples" essentially mean aphorisms. There are no
monsters to kill in the adventures ("Thou shalt not

kill," of course), and clues to getting around are given

if you enter pray. Temperance is encouraged; if you
stop for a donut in "Church Time," you lose—they're

jelly donuts, the jelly gets on your clothes, and you're

late for church.

These programs from America's Bible Belt don't

always carry the same message to those of us Down
East. Perhaps we're too hasty or more demanding
or less godly. But I mentioned "Bible Verse

Hangman" and "Shipwreck" because they hold at
l/-»Of»+ «>«•» r>-ii i<-»l-» Intnrnol <-.r« +!-.<-> /->««-> rlnnn *>( /"V/^Ol&QQl CIO IIIUUII MIlCICiJL CIO II ic uiidinyo Ul \jl\J\J

and they were written in 1979. Even if you believe

QCS is dealing in a limited audience and a specialty

topic, more interesting and more thoroughly re-

searched programs should be expected in 1984.

(end)
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Price Changes
Occur On A
Daily Basis.

Please Call

1-800-343-8841

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
Price Changes
Occur On A
Daily Basis.

Please Call

1-800-343-8841

MEGADISKTM HARD DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS TOLL FREE ORDERING 1-800-343-8841

P . IBM/PC, Tandy 1000, TRS/80 Models I/III/IV/4P, Compaq, Eagle, Sanyo,

Tava, PC Workalikes, Color Computers, Apple/Franklin, Heath/Zenith, Max/80
Complete with Hardware, Cables, Software and Quikfit Installation

5 Megabytes Internal Mount starting at $ 449.95

10 Megabytes Internal Mount starting at 599.95

20 Megabytes Internal Mount starting at 1,199.95

5 Megabytes External System starting at 649.95

10 Megabytes External System starting at 849.95

20 Megabytes External System starting at 1,299.95

3 . 3 Megabytes Kodak Backup System starting at 599.95

Streaming Tape Backup System starting at 899.95

nne c , a i hi IBM/Heath — DOS, 1.0, 2.0, 2.1, 3.0, or later — Apple Franklin — DOS 3.3, Prodosuus systems AvanaDie. TRs/80-LDOS, TRSDOS 6.x, Newdos/80, Dosplus, CP/M, COCO DOS, Max/80 LDOS, OS9
WARRANTIED FOR ONE FULL YEAR — PARTS AND LABOR — 24 HOUR SERVICE — CALL TOLL FREE — 1-800-343-8841

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
Our Disk Drives are UL approved — Our Floppy Drive Cabinels and Power Supplies

are Underwriters Laboratory Listed and have passed the required Federal

Communications Pan 15 Section B-EM1/RFI tests.

Warranty on all disk drives is one full years parts and labor. Warranty on floppy disk

drive power supplies is five (5) years. In warranty or out of warranty service is 24 hour
lurn-a-round on all disk drives.

Tandon — Full Height Drives

100-1 Single Sided 40 tk Bare $128.00

In Case with Power Supply 169.95

Dual Drives in One Cabinet 329.95

100-2 Dual Sided 40 tk Bare 165.00

In Case with Power Supply 209.95

Dual Drives in One Cabinet 384.95

Half High Drives

65-1 Single Sided 40 tk Bare 125.00

In Case with Power Supply 159.95

Dual Drives in One Cabinet 309.95
65-2 Dual Sided 40 Ik Bare 145.00

In Case with Power Supply 179.95

Dual Drives in One Cabinet 349.95
65-4 Dual Sided 80 tk Bare 165.00

In Case with Power Supply 199.95

Dual Drives in One Cabinet 359.95

TEAC Half High Drives

55A Single Sided 40 tk Bare 140.00

In Case with Power Supply 169.95

Dual Drives in One Cabinet 319.95

55B Dual Sided 40 tk Bare 160.00

In Case with Power Supply 199.95

Dual Drives in One Cabinet 359.95

55F Dual Sided 80 tk Bare 180.00

In Case with Power Supply 219.95

Dual Drives in One Cabinet 389.95
Apple/Franklin Disk Drives

35/40 Track in Case with Cable and Software 159.95

Controller Card for Two Disk Drives 49.95

Combination Price for Disk Drive and Controller 199.95

Commodore Disk Drives 239.95

COLOR COMPUTER DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS AND ADD IN PRODUCTS
40 Track Single Head Drive with Case, Power Supply, Cable

Controller, Instruction Booklet, Diskettes $279.95

Above with Dual Drives in One Cabinet 413.95

40 Track Dual Head with Case, Power Supply, Cable,

Controller, Instruction Booklet, Diskettes 289.95

Above with Dual Drives in One Cabinet 429.95

128 Memory Upgrade Kit 129.95

Dual DOS Switch 19.95

With Second DOS System - JDOS, RSDOS, Micro DOS 48.00

TRS/80 HARDWARE
Model I Starter System — Delivered by UPS
One Single Sided Disk Drive, Case, Cable, Power Supply,

TRSDOS 1.3 and Manual $220.00
Model 1II/1V Easy to Install Disk Drive Systems 309.95

Memory Upgrades — 4116 and 4164 starling at 1.50 ea.

ALL IN-STOCK ITEMS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS. SAME DAY SHIPPING
PROVIDED BY REQUEST WITHOUT ANY EXTRA HANDLING CHARGES.

COMPUTERS
All of our computers come with a full one year Warranty — Parts and Labor — 24

Hour Service on all in stock parts.

IBM/PC-256K Two Floppy Drives, One Year Warranty SI, 895.00

With Monitor Card and High Resolution Monitor 2,195.00

IBM/PC-256K 5 Megabyte Drive, One Floppy Drive 2,495.00

With Monitor Card and Monochrome Monitor 2,695.00

10 Megabyte System 2,695.00

With Monitor Card and Monochrome Monitor 2,995.00

IBM Lookalike Monitor 800h x 650v resolution w/cable 199.00

TRS/80 Model IV Computer 128K Dual Drive RS232 1,095.00

PRINTERS
Dot Matrix

Star Micronics
Gemini X-Series Parallel 120 CPS starling ai S259.95

Delta 10/15 160 CPS starting at 424.95

Radix 10/15 200 CPS starting at 649.95

Panasonic 1090 249.95

Daisy Wheel
Silver Reed 440 80 Column 12 CPS 315.95

550 132 Column 19 CPS 439.95

770 132 Column 36 CPS 895.00

Olympia 132 Column 14 CPS with Form and Tractor 399.95

Star Micronics 100 Column 18 CPS 352.95

Apple/Franklin Printer Interface w/Graphics and Cable 84.95

Printer Cables starting ai 19.95

Printer Paper — Microperf Edge 1000 Sheets 16.95

ELECTRICAL
Surge Protectors — Line Filters — SL Waber — 6 Outlets with Switch S 39.95

Uninterruplable Power Supplies — Panamax 250 Watt-15 Minute 399.95

MODEMS
Volksmodem 300 Baud S 59.95

Signalman Mark X Audodial 123.95

Mark XII 1200/300 Baud Autodial 284.95

ADD IN BOARDS FOR THE IBM
STB — Rio Plus 128K S299.95

Super Rio 128K 219.95

Graphix Plus 283.00

Graphics Plus II 355.00

Parallel Printer Port 74.95

Serial Port 84.95

Monochrome Board with Parallel Printer Port 210.00

Quadram — Quadboard 512 128K 269.95

Quadcolor I 215.95

Quadcolor II 439.95

MISCELLANEOUS
Diskettes in 10 Pack from S 12.95

Twoprint Switches from 99.95

Disk Drive Cables from 16.00

Maintenance Cleaning Kits 12.00

Parallel Printer Buffers 16K 149.95

Floppy Disk Drive Cables
1 Drive 16.00

2 Drives 18.95

Heath/Zenith 2 Drive Cables — Shielded 39.95

SOFTWARE SUPPORT, INC
1 Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01701 (617) 872-9090 Telex-383425

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 am to 5:30 pm (E.ST.) Sat. 10 am to 3:30 pm
SERVICE POLICY — Our Professional Technical Staff Is Available To Assist You Monday Through Saturday.

WARRANTIES — Disk Drives — One Full Year Parts And Labor. Floppy Disk Drive Power Supplies — Five (5) Years.

SERVICE — 24 Hour Turn-A-Round On All In-Stock Parts. Price Changes Occur On A Daily Basis. Please Call

Toll Free 1-800-343-8841
For Our Latest Price Saving Specials.



CoCo's Best & Fastest Spreadsheet System
ACCLAIMED BY THE EXPERTS

"DYNACALC is my choice for a CoCo spreadsheet."

Dan Downard, RAINBOW, September, 1984.

RAINBOW
CERTIFICATION

SEAL

"Eat your heart out, Lotus 1-2-3!"

Scott Norman, HOT CoCo, October, 1984.

Built-in Features:

51 x 24 Display with Lower Case

Super-fast Smart Screen Refresh

Auto-Repeat Keyboard Driver

Keysaver (TM) repeats last command x times

Disk Operating System (works just like ROM DOS)
Easy communication with BASIC/DOS programs

Two-way communications with PRO-COLOR-FILE * Enhanced*
Outputs to ASCII Word Processors like Telewriter-64

Fast 16-Digit Arithmetic with Scientific Functions

Summation, Mean, and Standard Deviation Functions

Logical Functions with String & Numeric Comparison

String locate command to navigate large worksheets

Sort full or partial worksheet by columns or rows

Line, Bar, Hi/Lo/Close, Circle Graphs

Full Graphics captioning and overlay facility

Graphics Drivers for all popular Printers

Joystick/Mouse Driver for Cursor Movement

Works with any ROM versions, even JDOS
33k Available Worksheet Space

Up to 256 Columns or 256 Rows
Can use VisiCalc worksheets & training materials

On-screen Help Messages

FOR 64K DISK SYSTEMS
available from

$9995

560

r~~\y
-

now with

GRAPHICS!

COMPUTER SYSTEMS CENTER
42 Four Seasons Center #122

^0* ^ Chesterfield, MO 63017

(314) 576-5020

10 to 6 Mon.-Fri. %
Jan 'Feb har 'Apr Vlav 'jun'jul hua it* dct Hoy Iiec

CANADA- CDN $129.95

RGS MICRO INC.

759, VICTORIA SQUARE 405
MONTREAL H2Y 2J3
TEL.: (514) 287-1563

ORDER LINE ONLY • • •
QUEBEC-ONTARIO-MARITIMES

800-361-5338

WESTERN CANADA 800-361-5155

or your local DYNACALC dealer

Price US$99.95
Outside North America add $10 postage

DYNACALC Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.

PRO-COLOR-FILE is a trademark of Derringer Software

Telewriter-64 is a trademark of Cognitec

VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp.


